Bombina Glass
The Art of Glass

Bombina Glass is looking forward to seeing you shortly for a creative day of glass fusing.
Class: Glass Pictures: An Introduction to glass
fusing
Location: Farrs, Clappers Lane, Chobham, Surrey,
GU24 8DD
In this class you will create a glass fused glass tile
that can either hang in the light or be mounted in
a box frame. There are numerous examples and
ideas of what you can create from flowers,
meadows to birds and seascapes. The idea is to
learn about how glass fuses together and behaves
in a kiln. You will make a beautiful creation that
will be fired and ready for collection after the class.
When you arrive, I will have tea and freshly
brewed coffee available. Refreshments, tools and
all materials are included. If you have a food
allergy please let us know immediately. We will stop mid-way for some refreshments.
Please wear old clothes that can get dirty. We will be
using superglue and this may get on your clothes.
Please tie back long hair and do not wear open toed
shoes as there may be glass on the floor. There is a
small dog (Smudge) on site – if anyone is afraid or
allergic please let me know.
The cost of the day is £65 and is inclusive of all
material, equipment and refreshments. Your place
will be confirmed once a payment has been made
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Here’s what to look forward to:
Introduction
After a short safety talk and orientation, we will go over the activities
of the day before everyone gets “hands on”. We also take this
opportunity to introduce each student.
Session
First we will take a look at some samples of work which can be
produced in the class, as well as examples of best practice. We will
talk about how glass fuses together and the different effects that can
be achieved. By mid-afternoon we will try and get “hands on” so that
you can feel a level of achievement. We will load the kiln for
overnight firing. Your creations will be ready the next day and
delivered.
If you have any questions, please contact me.
Kind Regards,
Caroline Small
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